_________S _________

Flying

Aussies

Waiting List Application
If you have never owned an Aussie please do your research and make
sure you are ready to make a life-long commitment to your new puppy.
Flying S Aussies reserves the right to first pick of any litter to hold for
evaluation and possible placement in our program.
Must be over the age of 18 to enter into a contractual agreement.

This application is used to reserve your place in line on our waiting list for first pick, second
pick and so on to choose a puppy from a preferred pairing of dam and sire. Please complete
the following information below and email the application to flyingsminiaussie@gmail.com.
To be placed on the waiting list requires a deposit of $150.00 which will be applied to the total
purchase price of your puppy. Those placed on the waiting list will be given first pick, second
pick, etc. in the order the deposits were placed.
All “Waiting List” Deposits are Non-Refundable unless the litter you chose does not produce
the puppy you requested on the application in which you would either receive a refund of the
$150.00 or you can place the deposit on a future litter of the same pairing or a litter of another
pairing. Keep in mind if you place your deposit on a future litter deposits that have already
been placed on those litters will take priority in pick choice. Once the puppies are whelped
(born) a $500.00 deposit is required to hold puppy of your choice until the date puppy is
available to go home. If you have paid the $150.00 wait list deposit an additional $350.00 is
required to hold the puppy. Puppy will not be placed on hold until the full amount of deposit is
made. The deposit can be sent via PayPal at flyingsminiaussie@gmail.com. Puppy deposits
($500.00) are non-refundable unless the puppy dies or is injured while in the care of Flying S
Aussies at which time the deposit would be refunded or can be placed on another puppy of
same litter or future litter within a year. Puppies full purchase price must be paid before
they are 8 weeks of age or upon delivery or pick-up.
Once application and deposit has been received you will be placed on our waiting list in the
order the deposit was received.

If buyer changes application request (color, markings, gender, etc.) and places same deposit
on a puppy still available then chooses to back out, deposit will not be refundable.
Flying S Aussies reserves the right to void this agreement and refund deposit if at any time
the seller finds the buyer unsuitable, such as running a puppy mill, selling to pet stores,
research laboratories etc.

APPLICATION
NAME:________________________________________________________________________

ADRESS:__________________________CITY:________________STATE:________ZIP:________

PHONE NUMBER:_______________________________________

EMAIL:________________________________________________

Breed: Australian Shepherd
Size: Miniature_____

Standard_____

Gender: Male_____, Female_____
Color: Blue Merle____, Red Merle____, Black Tri____, Red Tri____, Black Bi____,
or Red Bi_____
Markings (Give description such as minimal white, deep copper,
etc.):_______________________________________________________________
What litter are you applying for?

Do you own your own home___ or rent____? If renting is the landlord agreeable
to having pets on the premises____?
If you have children residing in the home, please list ages.
________________________________________________
Please list any other pets you may have. ________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Will you have enough time to devote to continued socialization and training of
your new puppy? ______
Are you aware that although puppies arrive to you started on crate training and
potty training, they still need structure and consistency to be successful? _____
Do you have a fenced in yard? ____ How much time would the puppy be outside
versus inside? _______________________________________________________
Do you have a vet reference? ____ If so, would it be a problem to contact the
vet? _____ If not please leave contact information for your veterinary.
___________________________________________________________
If there would be a problem, can you explain why? ________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Is there anything else you would like to tell us about yourself so that we can help
you with the best suitable puppy? ______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

I have read, understand, and agree to the terms of deposit for the Flying S Aussie
Waiting List as stated above.
Printed Name:___________________________________________________
Signature:__________________________Date:_________________________

